Chrome Enterprise Recommended
Now for CCaaS
Introduction
The Chrome Enterprise Recommended program launched last year. This September, the Chrome Enterprise
Recommended solution track for contact center as a service (CCaaS) becomes its sixth solution track.
Chrome Recommended tracks are Google-approved solutions for specific market sectors featuring
best-of-breed software validated by Google engineering. The first five tracks were Identity & Access,
Printing, Productivity, Communications, and Virtualization.
It’s not a random coincidence that the Chrome Enterprise Recommended program expanded into
CCaaS. CCaaS enables businesses of all sizes to deliver mission-critical customer service. The CCaaS
sector, which is experiencing rapid growth, is a cloud-native category of software services that generally
leverages the web browser as its primary agent endpoint.
The addition is especially pertinent in 2021 because the pandemic caused two significant changes in
customer service. First, most enterprises were forced to quickly adopt agent-at-home models. Second,
with stores, offices, and branches closed, the contact center saw a significant increase in importance,
use, and traffic. Thus, while the pandemic was the cause, the distributed, agent-at-home model has
numerous benefits and is expected to last.
According to a Gartner survey, 70% of customer
service and support employees want to continue
working from home after the pandemic ends.
It’s not an unreasonable desire. Distributed and
remote work introduces several challenges, but
agents interact primarily with people who aren’t
at the office. In terms of logistics, extending
conversations to remote agents isn’t particularly
difficult; the challenge lies in operational matters
such as support and security. These are areas
where Chrome and Chrome OS shine.
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Chrome Enterprise Recommended is Google’s program for third-party solutions that Google has verified
to meet the technical and support standards for the Chrome browser and Chrome OS. It’s not just about
the use of Chrome OS as a preferred endpoint. The program also recognizes partners that leverage the
extensive management features of Chrome Enterprise.
The CCaaS track features seven launch partners: 8x8 CaaS, Cisco Webex Contact Center, Edify, Five9,
Genesys MultiCloud, RingCentral, and Vonage CCaaS. This solution track assures enterprise customers
that these provider applications are verified to meet Chrome Enterprise criteria. Additionally, the Chrome
Enterprise Recommended designation signals that Google and each CCaaS partner are working together
on growth and innovation and share a mutual commitment to an optimized support experience.

The Chrome Enterprise Recommended CCaaS Partners
Each of these CCaaS launch providers offers a native, Chrome-based experience. The Google
Recommended CCaaS solutions work with the Chrome browser on Windows, MacOS, and Linux
as well as with Chrome OS devices such as Chromebooks and Chromeboxes.
8x8: This leading Software-as-a-Service provider is known for its XCaaS offer,
which combines voice communications, video, and chat with an integrated contact
center. 8x8 has a strong global footprint. Its offers are optimized to address the
needs of small and midsize businesses, but it does scale up to meet the needs of
large enterprises.
Cisco Webex Contact Center: Cisco’s new Webex Contact Center was built from
the ground up as a cloud-native solution offers a unified agent solution with
centralized management to improve operational efficiency. The Webex Contact
Center enables customers to use the telephony provider of their choice, including
web-based services.
Genesys MultiCloud: Genesys as a company is focused on the contact center
solution, and Genesys MultiCloud CX is a robust and extensive solution. Genesys
MultiCloud is one of the more mature offerings and has a global sales, marketing,
and operations presence.
Edify CX: Edify is one of the younger companies in this group. The company took
a blank-canvas approach to redefining CCaaS, and the outcome was Edify Huddle.
The service offers a reliable, cost-effective, and intuitive approach to customer
experience.
Five9: Five9 is one of the larger providers in this group, serving more than 2,000
customers worldwide. The Five9 Intelligent Cloud Contact Center provides digital
engagement, analytics, workflow automation, workforce optimization, and practical
AI to create more human customer experiences, engage and empower agents,
and deliver tangible business results.
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 ingCentral: RingCentral offers business cloud communications and contact center
R
solutions based on its Message Video Phone™(MVP™) global platform that addresses
Unified Communications as a Service (UCaaS), RingCentral Video®, and RingCentral
CCaaS. RingCentral’s open platform integrates with leading third-party business
applications and enables customers to customize business workflows easily.
RingCentral UCaaS is also a Chrome Recommended solution.
 onage: Vonage Contact Center is part of a broad “programmable communications
V
platform” strategy incorporating UCaaS and CPaaS capabilities. Vonage Contact
Center is sold directly, through its own channels, and via Salesforce channel
partners. The Vonage Contact Center is based on its 2018 acquisition of UKbased NewVoiceMedia. Available globally, the solution is particularly well
established in Europe.
Additional partners are expected to be announced in the future.

Why CCaaS on Chrome OS

together artificial intelligence, workforce engage-

When Google launched Chrome back in 2008, it

ment, scalability, and cloud-based consumption

was the first internet browser to blur the boundaries
between application, platform, and operating
system. Chrome was optimized for cloud-delivered
applications and data. The quirky concept quickly
matured into a solution with numerous benefits.
Over the years, administrative controls were added,
such as admin controls, kiosk and managed guest
modes, active directory integration, and Linux
container support. These controls now fall under
the Chrome Enterprise umbrella.
While CCaaS is a relatively new category, the
contact center is not. The sector emerged in the
‘60s with specialized telecommunications hardware. The servers eventually moved to the cloud,
and headset-connected desktop computers have
largely replaced telephones.
CCaaS providers today offer state-of-the-art
technologies for customer interactions. The model
is about more than cloud deployment — it brings
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models. CCaaS aligns with numerous IT and communications trends — for example, pay-as-you-go
models, thin clients, and work-from-anywhere.
Before CCaaS, most contact center applications
used legacy client/server architecture. This approach required specialized software on each
agent desktop and often required the agents to be
near the servers. The desktop browser changed
everything. It eliminated the complexity of software
management, ensured all agents had the same
software, and freed agents to work in different
locations.
Web apps have come a long way over the past
decade, primarily due to three major changes —
all related to Google. The first is the ratification
of a technology standard known as WebRTC. It
enables Chrome and other browsers to support
real-time communications such as voice and video
without additional software. A few years ago,
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Microsoft introduced the Edge browser, which

and focus on delivering better customer support.

included the Chromium engine. This made

Chromebooks are fast to start and operate, can

Chromium the de facto standard for web developers

be shared, and are easy to deploy and manage.

and effectively ended the browser wars. More

They offer strong, seamless security, and software

recently, the development of Progressive Web

upgrades don’t get in the way.

Apps (PWAs) allows web apps to behave more
like native apps (for example, supporting push
notifications, home
screen pinning, and
offline access). PWAs
are fast and responsive,
even if the agent is
offline or experiencing
unreliable network
conditions.
Chrome Enterprise
brings the benefits
of the web and web
browser to the enterprise. It offers unrivaled
security, worry-free management, and tailored
solutions. The Chromebook delivers Chrome in
a cloud-optimized device that is practically built
for contact center agents. It’s inexpensive and
capable of supporting multiple communication
channels. Chrome Enterprise adds the necessary
management tools for a scalable, secure solution for agents regardless of where they choose
to work. Chrome and Chromebooks are also
compatible with many popular web applications,
including the five other Chrome Enterprise Recommended Tracks.
Chrome OS was built for the cloud and provides
quick and easy access to contact center solutions.
As a familiar UI, it offers an intuitive, clutter-free
experience that allows agents to onboard quickly
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Chromebooks both facilitate and complement
several key contact center market trends:
• Hybrid Working:
Today, most service
organizations are
adopting or accelerating
their work-from-anywhere programs. Many
contact center leaders
are increasing investments in solutions that
support employee and
management needs
independent of location, including cloudoptimized, secure, and portable desktops.
Chromebooks can handle CCaaS workloads
as well as most enterprise workloads.
• Omnichannel Communications: The contact
center isn’t about voice anymore. In addition
to voice, Chromebooks can support video and
textual communications including chat, email,
and social networking, all without specialized
software. Chromebooks also work with a
variety of third-party peripherals, such as
headsets and cameras.
• E nabling Cloud-Based Solutions: Chromebooks
are cloud-first endpoints. For agents, they are
designed to be fast and reliable. For administrators, they are designed for remote management and support. They can even be configured remotely. Chromebooks also upgrade
in the background and can be rolled back.
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Chrome Enterprise provides granular
controls.
• Increasing Demand for Video: Chromebooks support WebRTC, which enables
browser-based voice and video services
without additional software. Most
Chromebooks have a built-in camera,
and extensive third-party options are
supported as well. The vast majority of
enterprise video applications, including collaboration applications, support
Chrome and Chromebooks as clients.
The Chrome Enterprise Recommended program recognizes several applications that work well with both
the Chrome browser and Chrome OS built-for-purpose devices. A Chromebook is a laptop-style, all-inone device that includes a display, camera, keyboard, and of course, the Chrome OS. A Chromebox is
similar but requires a separate monitor, keyboard, and mouse.
While there are some different opinions regarding where agents will work post-pandemic, Chrome
Enterprise combined with CCaaS makes a lot of sense. Now, the Chrome Enterprise Recommended
badge unlocks a new set of features and support.

Five Key Reasons Why Chrome and Chrome OS Make
Sense in the Contact Center
1. Simplicity
Chrome, regardless of whether it’s Chrome or Chrome OS, is a universal client for all websites and
web apps. As the most popular browser, Chrome is familiar to most. The user experience on Chrome is
identical, whether it’s a browser on a PC or built into a Chromebook. Chrome Enterprise adds additional
back-end features optimized for enterprise deployments.
When work-from-home became a strategic imperative during the pandemic, many organizations discovered
how quickly Chromebooks can be deployed. According to a technical review by ESG (July 2020),
Chrome OS devices deploy 76% faster than Windows 10, and businesses can redeploy them 96% faster.
In addition to quick configuration, Chrome OS devices also support zero-touch enrollment. They can be
shipped directly to employees and configured remotely. They are cloud-optimized devices, though they
also support offline use cases.
The Chrome browser can be installed on Windows, Macintosh, and Linux computers. There are over 80
certified Chromebook devices available from multiple vendors in a range of configurations. Most units
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have a full QWERTY keyboard, webcam, and USB

Chrome OS device. Chrome OS can even redirect

port, and some also have Bluetooth and cellular

certain Windows file types directly to the Parallels

options. Enterprise-grade Chromebooks are typically

instance to ensure an intuitive experience.

purchased for about $500-$700 each.

Most CCaaS applications are browser-ready, and

Chrome and Chrome OS also work with a variety

many specify Chrome already. If the client runs in

of popular peripherals such as mice, keyboards,

the browser, including the softphone, it likely runs

monitors, webcams, docks,

on a Chromebook. If not,

and headsets. The Works With

then an Android or Windows

Chromebook program identifies

version of the app could

certified peripherals that ensure

likely be accessed from a

seamless interoperability with

Chromebook. The Chrome-

Chrome OS devices. For ex-

book can very likely meet the

ample, there are 15+ certified

application requirements of

headsets for contact centers.

all apps in the contact center,

2. Versatility
You can make the case that
Chromebooks are the most versatile desktop device available.
That often comes as a surprise
because Chrome OS and Chromebooks are frequently viewed as suitable for web apps only. They
certainly can run traditional and progressive web
apps, as well as most Android and Linux apps.
And because Chromebooks feature the full desktop
version of Chrome, they can also access Chrome
Store extensions. Chrome extensions are often critical

including WEM, CRM, and
enterprise collaboration
apps. Chrome and Chrome
OS also support the WebRTC
standard, which enables
native telephony and video
services. Of course, Chrome and Chrome OS also
work well with Google Workspace apps.
Chrome and Chrome OS are multitasking endpoints that can run multiple tabs and offer native
support for voice, video, chat, and more. Most
cloud-delivered CRMs, communications and collab-

in enterprise communications and workflows.

oration apps, and office productivity apps run

Chromebooks can also run Windows applications

uses the Chromium engine, so most websites and

in two different ways: VDI and Parallels. A VDI
platform, such as Citrix or VMware, allows organi-

natively in the browser. The Microsoft Edge browser
apps are compatible across browsers.

zations to serve Windows and other applications

3. Supportability

to Chromebooks regardless of location. Chrome

Chromebooks simplify both the challenges of getting

Enterprise also offers the Parallels Desktop, which

remote employees productive and keeping them

locally installs a full copy of Windows on the

productive with ongoing support. Organizations
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can resolve a big part of that challenge by just getting rid of the traditional desktop client. Instead, the
browser automatically updates, providing a consistent user experience across all devices.
Chromebooks support roaming profiles, so users can continue their work where they left off on any
device. Chrome Enterprise supports over 500 configurable, cloud-based policies, which also simplifies
initial setup. An unconfigured device can be shipped to an employee and customized by their cloud
profile. This time-saver eliminates the need to do pre-ship/pre-deploy imaging and setup. It also means
that should a device get lost or stolen, it can be completely deprovisioned remotely.
While those features may go unnoticed, users
will appreciate the Chromebook’s upgrade
process, as it rarely interferes with usage. The
Chrome OS architecture utilizes two partitions
and passively upgrades one while the other is
in use. If an update fails or doesn’t work as
intended, the device can be rolled back.
Despite Chromebooks being available from so
many manufacturers, consistent Chrome OS
software is managed and deployed by Google.
That means Chromebooks don’t suffer from the
version control issues that plague other operating systems. Because Chromebooks were designed and
built for the cloud, they can be configured with very little local data. If a Chromebook does fail, recovery
is fast and possible without the need for IT to configure a new or replacement device.
Additionally, an extensive selection of peripheral devices work well with Chromebooks. Look for the
Works with Chromebook designation to find approved accessories from over 27 partners. And Chrome
Enterprise includes 24x7 technical support.
A final point to consider is that Chromebooks are very energy efficient. They typically use about half the
power of desktop PCs, which means less energy consumption for remote employees and a lower carbon
footprint. Several Chromebook manufacturers also offer more sustainable designs made with recyclable
materials.

4. Security
One place where customers, agents, supervisors, and IT all align is the need for security. Chromebooks
offer multiple levels of security and will represent an upgrade for most organizations. Starting with the
OS itself, Chromebooks feature a number of native security features. For example, viruses, ransomware,
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and even employee negligence are not security

range of data sovereignty and compliance require-

concerns with ChromeOS.

ments. Google even takes the extra step of giving

Chromebooks have encrypted, read-only firmware
to eliminate virus threats. Chromebooks’ verified
boot model authenticates the operating systems.

its enterprise customers direct control of encryption
keys and the option to select their preferred identity
service.

The devices maintain two versions of Chrome OS

Client-side encryption is especially relevant in contact

to simplify upgrades and provide rollback capability.

center settings as agents often need access to sensi-

Chrome OS upgrades are secure and passive.

tive or regulated data. Chrome OS encryption can

Other security features include automatic encryp-

help meet data sovereignty requirements and compli-

tion and Google Safe Browsing. App sandboxing,

ance requirements for ITAR, CJIS, TISAX, IRS 1075,

common on mobile operating systems, prevents

and EAR. With Google’s client-side encryption,

applications from interfering with one another.

customer data is also indecipherable to Google.

Chrome OS appears to
be impervious to ransom-

5. Chromebooks
Keep Getting Better

ware attacks. According to

Like most cloud services,

Harvard Business Review,

the evergreen proposition

ransomware attacks

of continuous improve-

increased 150% in 2020,

ment also applies to

but there have been no

Chromebooks. To mark

reported attacks on any busi-

the Chromebook’s 10th

ness, education, or consumer

anniversary this month,

Chrome OS device.

Google announced several

IT administrators will appreciate how Chrome Enterprise adheres to centralized
management policies. Administrators can unlock
devices with AD credentials and direct policies
from Group Policy Objects. Every Chrome device
comes with a Google Security Module, a tamperresistant chip that enables encryption of user data
on the device.
Chrome OS devices also offer client-side encryption
services. CCaaS providers can strengthen the
confidentiality of data while addressing a broad
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new features. Chromebook
users have access to a new
screen capture tool, which
will allow users to grab
screenshots without keyboard shortcuts. Clipped
images are now stored in a quick-access space for
files and images, called Tote. The Chromebook’s
clipboard also now supports up to five items, and
all five can be pasted with a single command. A
new quick-answers feature provides definitions,
translations, and conversions with a single click.
Also, Desk enhancements allow a specific configuration of tabs and apps to be restored after a reboot.
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Final Thoughts
The Chrome Recommended market track for CCaaS is timely and appropriate. Chrome and Chrome OS
are the center of a perfect storm of technology, market trends, and CCaaS offerings. The CCaaS partners
identified in this track offer cloud-native applications and are well suited for cloud-optimized endpoints.
Chrome Enterprise adds extensive management capabilities, particularly for distributed agents.
The contact center industry started with hardware and has evolved to a largely pure-software and SaaS
offering. However, agents do need endpoints. Chrome Enterprise provides a consistent and managed
experience across multiple devices, regardless of location. The Google Recommended CCaaS program
gives CCaaS providers and their customers an endpoint strategy that delivers advanced management,
low costs, and improved security.
Chromebooks are versatile devices capable of all or most CCaaS workloads. A single Chromebook can
replace a desktop PC, monitor, keyboard, mouse, webcam, and IP phone — all for about $500. They
are equally suitable for work or home environments, and offer numerous advantages over traditional
alternatives.
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